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States of Insecurity
Elidor M€ehilli*

Under Communism, Albania and North Korea rejected de-Stalinisation, clung to
leader cults, and, after the acrimonious break between Moscow and Beijing,
championed ‘self-reliance’. Often mentioned in passing, the Albanian North
Korean parallel has seldom been analysed. This article highlights three aspects
that shaped the Communist regimes’ insecurity: the social dynamics of war and
early threats; the challenge presented by de-Stalinisation in 1956; and the
momentous Sino Soviet split in the early 1960s. Like the boisterous language of
Marxism-Leninism and the drive to engineer a non-capitalist society, insecurity
was also built into the Communist international system. Clinging to Stalinist
methods, then, was also a reflection of the self-destructive potential of calls for
reforming the Communist system, which threatened to tear the Eastern bloc
apart. Tirana and Pyongyang pursued different paths to ‘self-reliance’, yet they
could not help speaking a similar language and facing similar problems. North
Korea ultimately joined the Non-Aligned Movement but achieved little success in
the Third World. The irony is that tiny, isolated Albania, which shunned the
Movement, ultimately ended up non-aligned: violently critical of Moscow,
Beijing, and Washington, and distrustful of practically everyone else.
Keywords: dictatorship; Stalinism; Albania; North Korea; the Sino-Soviet Split

Nikita Khrushchev had a bold vision for the Communist world. ‘Speaking of the
future’, he told German workers gathered in Leipzig in March 1959, ‘it seems to me
that the further development of the socialist countries will in all likelihood proceed
along the lines of consolidation of the single world socialist economic system.’ Economic barriers between fraternal countries would collapse. The ‘common economic
basis of world socialism’ would gain in strength. Borders would become irrelevant
(‘as Marxism-Leninism teaches’). This was not merely desirable; it appeared inevitable. ‘Not a single sovereign socialist country can shut itself up within its own borders
and rely solely on its own forces, on its own wealth,’ the Soviet chief warned. ‘If this
were the case, we would not be Communist internationalists but national-socialists.’1
Khrushchev’s vision rested on ideas of solidarity, shared knowledge and resources,
and co-ordination between state-run economies across the vast Eurasian landmass.2
What happened shortly after that speech is familiar: the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) challenged the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), a drawn*Email: em705@hunter.cuny.edu.
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out dispute that shook up the Communist world. Against self-proclaimed socialist
internationalism and interdependence, and after a period of intense borrowing from
Moscow, countries like Albania and North Korea rejected Khrushchev’s plan for a
division of labour. Economic dependency did not translate into political loyalty.
Both states ultimately championed self-reliance, although they employed different
methods to attain it, thus isolating themselves from global trade flows. Cold-war
rivalry made it possible for weak peripheral actors to extract considerable capital
from the bigger powers. Talk of self-reliance endowed the brutal regimes in Tirana
and Pyongyang with the semblance of independence in a world of superpowers and
client states. Their anti-Soviet rhetoric, moreover, gained them admirers on both
sides of the Iron Curtain. The results of professed self-reliance, however, were grim.
Intriguing as the parallel between Albania and North Korea may appear (and
their respective leaders, as we will see, drew it repeatedly), there is little analysis of
it.3 Some reasons for this are understandable: scarce sources; language barriers; and
continued emphasis on national units of analysis. The paucity of archival sources
from Pyongyang, however, has not precluded fruitful analysis of the North Korean
regime. Charles Armstrong and Andrei Lankov have both pointed to the North
Korea Albania angle.4 Bal
azs Szalontai has provided the most extensive comparison of the two regimes to date. The ‘rigid, despotic, and isolationist North Korean
political system’, he argues, ‘had more in common with Albania than with North
Vietnam, although Korean cultural traditions had practically nothing to do with
Albanian ones.’5 Szalontai pertinently singles out early internal party conflicts and
purges, ‘frustrated nationalist aspirations’, the leaders’ distrust of large swathes of
the populace, and confrontations with other Communist parties. Recent histories
of the Albanian Communist regime are harder to come by, despite the availability of
archival sources. (No matter how globalised the history of the cold war purportedly
becomes, it is still shaped by prevailing biases about relative country importance,
funding, and career prospects.) One approach, then, is to combine insights drawn
from some of the best studies of the North Korean state with fresh evidence from
Albanian party and diplomatic archives. Some unevenness may be unavoidable, but
even an incomplete picture can be suggestive.
Under Communism, Albania and North Korea clung to leader cults, long after
Khrushchev turned against Stalin at the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU in 1956.
Enver Hoxha, the head of the Party of Labor (PLA), and Kim Il Sung, chief of the
Korean Workers’ Party (KWP), were both prone to megalomania. Over the years,
their names became synonymous with the respective establishments. Their lengthy
speeches were diligently reprinted in hefty volumes. Mass mobilisation, strict party
monopoly over planning, and pervasive propaganda endured. The more isolated the
countries became, in fact, the more curiosity (as well as cliches and stereotypes) they
invoked abroad. If one considers ‘reformed socialism’ to have become some kind of
shared aspiration after 1956, these two examples may seem bewildering. This article,
however, rejects the idea of some inherent despotic predisposition. Rather, it spells
out the conditions that shaped the Albanian and North Korean regimes’ insecurity
in the 1950 60s. I emphasise three such aspects: the social dynamics of war and early
outside threats; the challenge presented by Khrushchev’s gamble in 1956; and the
Sino-Soviet split in the 1960s. An appreciation of these sources of insecurity - and
the interplay of ideology and geopolitics - allows for a fuller understanding of perceptions in the periphery. Clinging to Stalinist methods there was also a reflection of
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the self-destructive potential of calls for reforming the Communist system, which
threatened, more than once, to tear the Eastern bloc apart.
Although there was common ground between the Albanian and the North
Korean establishments - and the Soviets were largely responsible for creating it each regime pursued a different path to what they referred to as self-reliance. Differences between Tirana and Pyongyang are as instructive as the similarities. The North
Korean leader proved more adept in playing the Soviets and the Chinese against one
other. (And Pyongyang was geopolitically significant in ways that Albania could not
be.) This helps explain the contradictions between the two states, which derived from
their choices but also reflected the paradoxes of the broader Communist world.
North Korea ultimately joined the Non-Aligned Movement, though it met with little
success in the Third World. The irony is that tiny, isolated Albania, which shunned
the Movement, ultimately ended up radically non-aligned: violently critical of Moscow, Beijing, and Washington, and deeply distrustful of practically everyone else.6
That was not because Albania sought this kind of non-alignment, but because the
Soviets and the Chinese contemplated - and acted upon - ideas of reform. As case
studies, these countries serve as a reminder that there were specific risks built into the
Communist international system.7 It is necessary, therefore, to employ an expanded
definition of security that goes beyond military means of addressing fear or inherent
features of international politics; forms of insecurity emanated, first and foremost,
from the centre of the Communist world itself.
Guerrillas and partisans: war
War was the great mobilising force in both countries, and its effects on the organisation of the Communist regimes in Tirana and Pyongyang cannot be overestimated.
But the configurations of power were different. Founded under Italian occupation in
1941, the Communist Party of Albania (renamed Party of Labor in 1948) operated
in secrecy and relied on personal networks. Yugoslav advisers played an important
role in shaping the party’s internal structures and, once the country was liberated
from Nazi occupation in late 1944, they also became involved with economic planning. This was in line with Josip Broz Tito’s ambitions for predominance in the
post-war Balkans. Albania’s union with Yugoslavia would serve as a solution, the
Yugoslav leader thought, to the problem of the ethnic Albanians populating
Kosovo.8 A number of economic arrangements, including a friendship treaty and
customs agreements, were meant to bring Albanian institutions under Yugoslav
control.9 Hoxha, the Gjirokast€er-born son of a Muslim merchant who spent his student years in France and Belgium prior to joining the Communist movement at
home, quickly learnt that external support was a critical factor. After the war, he led
the party and also served as Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of
Defense, and Commander in Chief. (He would be forced to relinquish the government posts after Stalin’s death.) Mehmet Shehu, a military man who had volunteered
in the Spanish Civil War, was elevated to Prime Minister and helped bolster Hoxha’s
personal rule. The echelons of the Central Committee consisted of other partisans,
tested in battle, many of them in their thirties, and even more of them equipped with
only basic formal education.
Stalin initially supported Yugoslavia’s ‘handling’ of Albania, although he had
expressed concerns about Yugoslav tactics as early as 1945.10 Indeed, Albania was
not invited to the founding meeting of the Cominform in September 1947. When
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Tirana and Moscow began to establish closer contacts that year, Yugoslav officials
grew agitated. Painfully conscious of his inferior hand in relations with Belgrade, the
Albanian party chief went along with Yugoslav requests. Tito’s eager steps towards
unification in the Balkans, however, and especially his insistence that Albania was
threatened by Greece (and hence required Yugoslav troops for protection) particularly irritated the Soviet leader. In 1948, as the conflict between the two leaders escalated, Hoxha saw a political opportunity and proclaimed loyalty to Moscow.
The loss of Yugoslavia, especially in the context of tense relations and border
skirmishes with the other neighbour, Greece, geographically isolated Albania.11 But
insecurity proved productive. For Hoxha personally, the schism made possible a
vicious purging of party ranks. The powerful security police chief Koçi Xoxe was
labelled a pro-Yugoslav conspirator and shot. The abuses and excesses of the postwar years, ordinary Albanians were told, were to be blamed on Belgrade’s henchmen
in Tirana. For the country more broadly, the schism entailed an upgrade from a
regional sub-satellite to a direct, if minor, partner of the homeland of Lenin. Stalin’s
intervention, in other words, kept Hoxha in power and helped him rationalise abuse.
‘In reality, Albania merely exchanged one guardian for another’, one observer put it,
‘but was left with the consolation of feeling, under the protection of a more distant
big brother, liberated from the cumbersome burden of its neighbor.’12 Hoxha’s personal rule, founded in the aftermath of a historic victory against Fascism, was also
crucially built around the idea that he had defied Tito and thus had saved the nation.
Unlike the Albanian party functionaries, their North Korean counterparts interacted directly with the Soviets in 1945. After the surrender of the Japanese, Soviet
forces became instrumental in the policies put in place before the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) was proclaimed on 9 September 1948. Soviet officials pushed for economic reorganisation, and they supplied scores of technical
advisers. The encompassing Soviet organisational model was important, but a number of authors have also rightly emphasised the anti-Japanese and anti-colonial passions pervading the early years of the North Korean state-building effort. ‘Although
they never effected a Titolike break with Moscow’, writes Charles Armstrong, ‘Kim
and other DPRK veterans of the anti-Japanese guerrilla wars had backgrounds
more like those of the partisans who came to power in Yugoslavia than the
“Muscovites,” long-term residents of the USSR with strong CPSU connections who
dominated postwar East Germany and Poland.’13 The Albanian party did not have
groups similar to the Soviet Korean cadres within the KWP, but the parallel is nevertheless striking. Hoxha and his immediate circle were not handpicked from Moscow.
Indeed, those understood to be closely linked to Belgrade (Koçi Xoxe), or who had
been connected to inter-war internationalist circles (Sejfulla Mal€eshova, Koço
Tashko, and a handful of others) were either eliminated or side-lined.
While recognising Soviet influence, a number of historians have questioned the
precise nature of post-war North Korea. Was it largely similar to the other satellites
in the Eastern bloc? Did anti-colonial struggle, nationalism, and regional dynamics
produce something quite particular?14 Comparable questions have been raised about
post-war Albania, especially in light of the country’s isolationist turn in the 1970s.
Was Albania only formally part of the Eastern bloc, when in fact it bore little resemblance to countries like Czechoslovakia or Poland? Such questions have often taken
predictable ‘Oriental’ turns.15 There is a risk, moreover, of obscuring an essential
point: in the Communist world, undeniable differences did not preclude the establishment of remarkably similar institutions, codes, and vocabularies. Soviet troops
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were directly involved in the creation of new Communist institutions in North
Korea, without securing, ultimately, loyalty. In the Albanian example, Moscow initially was reluctant to become involved. In fact, despite Hoxha’s fantastical pronouncements to the contrary, it was precisely Stalin’s disinterest in Albania that
contributed to the country’s post-war security problem. Albania was nevertheless
incidentally brought into the Soviet orbit, not because of some Kremlin design but in
line with the disciplining of the Yugoslav leader. The Albanian party pledged undying loyalty to Stalinism. How to account for such outcomes? Moscow’s intentions, to
the extent that they have become apparent from the archives, are important, but they
do not provide an explanation. Of greater importance are regional dynamics, perceptions of insecurity, and the mobilisation of foreign support for domestic purposes.
Whatever position one takes on the combination of Soviet and indigenous characteristics of revolution in Albania or North Korea, there is no denying that wartime
dynamics spilled into the post-war period. Mobilisation in what would become the
DPRK had already started before the Second World War, under Japanese colonial
militarist rule. In the Albanian case, some mobilisation had taken place under King
Zog in the 1930s (the self-appointed king whose outsize ambitions made him financially dependent on Fascist Italy). These early efforts expanded after Italy’s occupation in 1939, targeting the youth, women, and peasants. Further, anti-Fascist bonds
forged within the partisan movement, and placed under the authority of the party,
were transformed into the state-security apparatus.16 Revamped in the late 1940s,
Sigurimi (State Security) initially conformed to the Yugoslav model of the Department for the Protection of the People (OZNA) and drew its operatives among trusted
(and predominantly illiterate) former partisans.17
In addition to fostering mass mobilisation, the war persisted in language, social
policies, and administrative rules. In North Korea, anti-Japanese guerrilla war credentials became critical under Kim Il Sung’s long rule.18 So did family ties. In Albania, wartime biographies became an important instrument in defining and
determining loyalties, distributing material resources in times of shortages, and in
allocating administrative positions to ‘the right persons’. One’s wartime allegiance
would determine eligibility for party membership and the possibilities for upward
mobility. Kim’s cult as a hero grew in parallel to Hoxha’s, who was called, in early
Politburo meetings, by his military title (Komandant). But at the lower party ranks,
too, wartime mobilisation transformed into continued mobilisation in the building
of socialism - crucially, against a constant threat across the border. Much of the canonisation of the liberation effort was carried out in daily newspapers - and then in
novels, textbooks, short documentaries, and film. Personal ties, biographies, and
demographic shuffling were critical to the early success of the regimes, but so was
‘a new conceptualisation of politics’ that increasingly denied power to alternative
forces.19 In both cases, in fact, it became possible to associate ideological alternatives
with treason. War shaped the identity of the Communist movements, which spoke
the language of defiance but acted as if under siege. Ill-fated Anglo-American covert
operations designed to overthrow the Communist regime in Albania in the late 1940s
and early 1950s, by way of infiltrated emigres, and radio and print propaganda, further reinforced Hoxha’s line: the country was under attack.
External threats, for both countries, came with economic dependency on outside
powers. The staggering destruction of the Korean War necessitated considerable foreign aid. Soviet assistance in the 1950s, variously estimated in different sources,
included equipment, industrial products, fertiliser, and food items.20 Eastern-bloc
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countries shipped machines, clothing, medicine, and technical experts. The Chinese
sent thirty-four divisions of People’s Volunteers, who worked in North Korea until
1958.21 Even poverty-stricken Albania, utterly dependent on outside assistance for
its own socialist crusade, sent bitumen and asphalt for the paving of streets in Pyongyang. This ‘fraternal assistance’, which enabled the reconstruction of destroyed
hydroelectric power plants, factories, and steelworks, was important for the North
Korean authorities, although they later tended to downplay it.
Soviet assistance also flowed into 1950s Albania. In the 1930s, Italian companies
had explored the country’s natural resources, established oil and mineral extraction
facilities, and invested in land-reclamation projects: limited steps towards an unfulfilled industrialisation process.22 Following liberation, the government promptly
confiscated these resources, eliminated private enterprises, and brought mines and
factories under state control. Albanian officials regularly pleaded with Moscow for
qualified technical personnel, which they lacked. The Soviets also proved willing to
supply long-term loans (the payments of which were then regularly deferred), and
they were keen on emphasising Albania’s potential to serve as an example of socialist
modernisation for other predominantly Muslim countries in the Middle East. But
Soviet officials also became aware of the country’s poor agricultural performance,
the chronic problem of balance of payments, and the fact that Albania would be
dependent on foreign aid for years to come.23 ‘The relations we established with
Albania were not just fraternal’, Nikita Khrushchev later wrote. ‘After all, fraternal
relations are relations on an equal footing. But from the point of view of the aid we
supplied, our relations were like an elder brother toward a younger brother.’24
Economic dependency on the Soviets posed a problem for both countries, but
they responded differently to the challenge. The North Korean party boss moved
more decisively towards economic independence, whereas the Albanian regime continued to rely on ‘fraternal assistance’, even as Tirana refused to submit to
Khrushchev’s directives after 1956. Absent a Sino-Soviet rift, however, it is not obvious that Hoxha might have had much room for manoeuvring. Over the years, Soviet
functionaries criticised their Albanian counterparts for planning errors and for relying too heavily on Moscow’s subsidies. When Khrushchev visited the country in
1959, his view of Albania’s future (as an agricultural supplier to the Eastern bloc)
went against Hoxha’s desire for continued investments in heavy industries.25 The
Soviet party chief similarly criticised Pyongyang’s economic policies of the late
1950s; the North Koreans had resolved, he claimed, to build socialism on their
own.26 But to appreciate fully the challenge facing the establishments in Tirana and
Pyongyang, it is necessary to put this economic story in the context of a broader
ideological struggle and the unexpected threats posed by Khrushchev’s reformist
impulses in 1956 and the momentous Sino-Soviet split.
De-Stalinisation, denied
Wartime mobilisation, guerrilla fighters turned party apparatchiks, and the urgency
of construction: in the 1950s, Albania and North Korea shared a good deal. But they
also shared another important dynamic - both regimes rejected de-Stalinisation. In
Albania, after Stalin’s death, a few well-known Communist officials questioned the
official version of the liberation war - a version that made Hoxha the absolute leader
and completely erased any Yugoslav involvement. Reaction against them was swift
and severe.27 Then, during the spring of 1956, middle-ranking party members were
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emboldened by Khrushchev’s ‘secret speech’, which had circulated by word of
mouth, to call for domestic reforms and a rapprochement with Yugoslavia. This was
in line, they argued, with the Soviet leader’s concept of peaceful coexistence. They
did not seek Hoxha’s removal and it would be wrong to see them as some kind of
united opposition to the establishment. Indeed, some of these functionaries believed
that Hoxha might be sympathetic to their ideas. Alarmed, the Albanian party boss
warned that the party was under attack. For years, Central Committee higher-ups
had blamed Tito for planning to annex Albania. The entire apparatus had been
mobilised in a vigorous campaign against ‘Titoite’ attachments and the Yugoslav
brand of socialism. Rapprochement would require a thorough review of AlbanianYugoslav relations going back to the early 1940s.
For the party types populating offices in Tirana, the crackdown in 1956 was traumatic. A host of middle-rank officials were expelled from the party. At the Third
Party Congress in May-June 1956, Hoxha made a half-hearted admission of errors
but denied the rehabilitation of Xoxe. The Soviet handling of the uprising in Hungary later that year, and especially Tito’s involvement during those deliberations,
deeply unsettled the Albanian party chief. 28 In Politburo discussions, he warned
that Albania might be left ‘alone’ but that it would not abandon ‘principles’.29 In
November, three disgraced former collaborators were executed on charges of conspiring with ‘a foreign power’. Hardly anyone could have missed the implication:
internal reformism was blamed on Yugoslavia’s alleged conspiracies against
Albania’s national security. At the time, and in the years that followed, outside
observers, who admittedly had limited sources available to them, speculated about
the factional rivalries that must have been playing out within the opaque Albanian
leadership in the late 1950s. So powerful was the fiction elaborated in Tirana and so
secretive the state that the myth of factional struggle has persisted in Western scholarly accounts.30 In fact, in retrospect, it is the absence of serious challenges to
Hoxha’s power that is noteworthy.
A rift had developed in Soviet-Albanian relations, to be sure, and the Albanian
party chief’s options were limited. During meetings in 1957, Khrushchev reprimanded him for wanting to go back, as he put it, to Stalin’s ways.31 But because
Albania was completely dependent on Moscow - politically, economically, and militarily - Hoxha was forced to submit to Khrushchev’s criticism. His tactic was to agree
with Soviet directives at the Kremlin but avoid policy changes at home, especially on
issues like rapprochement with Belgrade, rehabilitation of formerly purged officials,
and economic reform. Like Mao, who was forced to deal with Khrushchev’s gamble
in 1956, Hoxha paid lip service to some tenets of de-Stalinisation while seeking to
control its implications.32 It helped that by 1958, Soviet-Yugoslav relations worsened. When the Chinese also joined the offensive against Belgrade, Hoxha felt
vindicated.
Kim Il Sung faced a far more serious challenge in 1956. Following the Twentieth
Party Congress, pro-Soviet and pro-Chinese KWP officials voiced concerns about
party politics and they also urged Communist leaders abroad to put pressure on
Kim.33 During the summer of 1956, the North Korean leader undertook a long trip
around the Eastern bloc, where he also visited Albania. His opponents at home used
the opportunity to escalate their attacks, singling out Kim’s cult of personality and
complaining about the lack of intra-party democracy. According to one account, citing a conversation with Choe Chang-ik (one of the principal critics), ‘Kim Il Sung
considered that the best leadership style was to be found in Romania and Albania -
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two countries which had managed to avoid even moderate [de-Stalinisation].’34 At an
August party plenum, upon his return home, the North Korean leader retaliated. He
labelled his opponents conspirators and had them expelled from the party. Chinese
and Soviet intervention in September (in the form of a delegation headed by highranking officials Anastas Mikoyan and Peng Dehuai) further humiliated Kim, who
was pressured into restoring his opponents to the KWP Central Committee. The critics against the North Korean leader were far better organised than the Albanian
apparatchiks at the Tirana Conference. Their direct connections to Moscow and Beijing, furthermore, made them far more dangerous.35 Still, Kim survived the ordeal.
For the North Korean party leader, as for Hoxha, de-Stalinisation meant a disastrous and self-destructive turn that had to be avoided at all costs (formal public
warnings against the cult of personality or other excesses notwithstanding). But the
intra-party challenges, which backfired, also served as a kind of weapon. Both rulers
could now frame the events as well-organised coups, which seemed plausible to party
members and non-party members alike, as well as to outside observers. They could
point to ‘foreign meddling’ in internal affairs. Granted, in the North Korean example, Soviet (and Chinese) ‘meddling’ was far more obvious than Yugoslav ‘meddling’
in Albanian affairs. However it stretched the facts, or simply fabricated them, this
narrative could be potent. It could also be the basis for continued calls for increased
vigilance, greater scrutiny in promotions and the distribution of rewards, and waves
of purges, which opened up space for more militant newcomers.36
It is difficult to overstate the dramatic quality of this moment for the two farflung Communist chiefs. When Hoxha flew to Beijing to attend the Eighth National
Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, he stopped in Pyongyang, where he was
given an expose on what Kim called the anti-party conspiracy.37 Unfamiliar with the
intra-party struggles there, the Albanian delegation consulted with Soviet officials,
who told them that the North Korean party leadership was in trouble. Having
attained some economic successes, the Soviets explained, the KWP higher-ups had
grown arrogant.38 When a North Korean delegation visited Tirana three years later,
the 1956 events came up again. Choe Yong-gon, the head of the delegation, praised
Albania for not having succumbed to the threat that had overtaken Budapest.39
Albanian and North Korean officials could not stop speaking about 1956. Kim Il
Sung recounted the incident to the Albanian ambassador and again to Albanian
Politburo member Manush Myftiu.40 When a North Korean delegation visited
Tirana in early 1961, the topic came up again. Pak Kum-chol claimed that the Soviet
ambassador at the time, V.I. Ivanov, had orchestrated the plan designed to overthrow Kim Il Sung. As it happened, after his Pyongyang posting, Ivanov was transferred to Albania, which prompted Hoxha to confirm that the Soviet diplomat had
employed the same tactics in Tirana.41 The ‘conspiracies’, finally, came up again during a meeting between an Albanian delegation and Pak Kum-chol in 1964.42 In short:
Khrushchev’s gamble, as well as the Soviet handling of its consequences, had unintentionally provided these two ostensibly unlikely partners with a similar challenge
and a shared narrative.43
The very fact that the Albanian and North Korean party cliques could speak in
the same terms about 1956 was something remarkable. Kim faced challenges (like
the presence of Soviet Koreans) that were distinct from the Albanian example. But
different domestic pressures and regional dynamics should not obscure the astonishing resilience of the discourse, and the practices that came with it, across Eurasia: the
way in which ‘the opposition’ was handled in both countries; the specific language
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employed to create the narrative of a conspiracy and foreign interference; the tendency to consult with the Soviet ambassador, who acted as a kind of broker between
locals, but whose expected activities could then be promptly submitted as evidence of
Soviet intrigues and meddling in internal affairs. Insecurity came with a narrative
about the dangers of de-Stalinisation and a cast of characters: internal enemies conspiring with foreign powers. Brutally enforced, the narrative could take a life of its
own; trumped-up charges, no matter how implausible they might seem, did not necessarily discredit the idea of dangerous foreign schemes. Still, as powerful as a shared
narrative could be, it was no guarantee for a partnership between dictatorships.
Moscow, Beijing, and in-between
When Communist Party leaders gathered in Bucharest in June 1960, on the occasion
of the Third Congress of the Romanian Workers’ Party, Khrushchev tried to bring
the disgruntled Chinese under control.44 The Albanian party chief, who had sensed
this impending escalation, decided not to travel to Bucharest, sending instead a delegation headed by Politburo member Hysni Kapo. Faced with mounting Soviet pressure, the Albanian delegates refused to fall in line.45 Resentment over Khrushchev’s
methods had been building up, but Soviet tactics in 1960 pushed Hoxha over the
edge. At a party plenum in July 1960, he complained that Soviet officials had committed many ideological mistakes.46 He refused Moscow’s invitation later that year
to mend relations. After consultations with the Chinese, finally, he angrily
denounced the Soviet leadership at a massive meeting of Communist parties in Moscow.47 Soviet authorities, in response, cancelled planned credits and withdrew their
advisers.
During the summer of 1961, Tirana and Moscow quarrelled over Soviet-manned
submarines stationed in the southern city of Vlor€e. Notably, when the Chinese urged
Hoxha to consider normalising relations with Moscow in early 1961, he refused.48
Moscow withdrew the ambassador from Tirana, and Khrushchev went on an angry
tirade against the PLA at the Twenty-second Congress of the CPSU in October
1961. In response, Hoxha famously declared that the Albanians would ‘eat grass - if
necessary - rather than sell themselves for thirty silverlings’.49 For their part, the Chinese leaders sensed that Khrushchev ’s attack on Albania was meant to ‘“kill the
chicken to frighten the monkeys” (shaji jinghou).’50
Albania and China found themselves in agreement on a number of issues (de-Stalinisation, Yugoslavia, the problem of the cult of personality), and officials in Beijing
praised their Albanian counterparts for their ‘unwavering position’.51 When Tirana
asked for 50,000 tons of grain, the Chinese promptly complied, promising further
deliveries of rice, sugar, and other staples. Faced with vanishing Soviet technical aid,
Albanian officials approached the Chinese with more requests for industrial plants,
advisers, and specialists. Despite upheavals at home, China agreed to considerable
technical aid, even though CCP officials let it be understood that Tirana’s requests
were onerous. In their approach to the Soviet Union, however, differences existed
from the beginning, though they were kept out of official pronouncements. Whereas
Beijing sought to improve relations with Moscow in the early 1960s, the Albanian
leader firmly dismissed the possibility of reconciliation. Unequal as it was, the alliance nevertheless persisted: an unforeseen and informal affair, shaped by geopolitics,
ideology, and miscalculations. ‘China’s great distance guaranteed Albania relative
freedom in domestic and foreign policies,’ one author has written, but precisely that
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distance also complicated matters of security (to say nothing of the logistics of transportation involved).52 The relationship reached a high point during the mayhem of
the Cultural Revolution, but then deteriorated considerably in 1969 and especially
during the Sino-American rapprochement.
North Korean higher-ups seemed sympathetic to the Albanian stance. While they
initially refused to take a side, the official state-run newspaper in Pyongyang praised
Albania’s independent position and wrote about ‘common ideology and aims’.53 In
January 1961, Kim Il Sung assured the Albanian ambassador in Pyongyang that he
supported the Albanian line ‘without reservations’.54 Hoxha returned the praise
when a North Korean delegation took part in the Fourth Congress of the PLA. The
two countries were bound, he commented, by the common experience of war. As an
example, he brought up the story of an Albanian woman whose son had died in the
liberation war. During one of the solidarity campaigns, she had donated his uniform
to the Korean people. An orphaned young man from North Korea had written to
this woman to tell her that he now considered her his mother.55 The story, which
highlighted suffering, material hardship, and solidarity, could also serve as an expression of defiance. ‘The Korean and Albanian peoples are not the type who desire to
live in luxury,’ Hoxha declared, indirectly referring to the prospect of vanishing
Soviet aid. ‘They are able to survive on very little, and they have shown this during
the war and by what they produce by the sweat of their brow. What is important is
that everything should be correctly weighed by following the Marxist-Leninist line.’56
Kim Il Sung restated his support for the PLA in April.57 Then, in July, he signed
treaties of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance with both Moscow and
Beijing.58 Later that summer, two Albanian students in Pyongyang met with the
North Korean leader’s son, Kim Jong Il. The youths went fishing and toured the
government villas around Pyongyang. The younger Kim reportedly expressed great
admiration for the Albanian party (and had nothing but scorn, the Albanian students pointed out, for Tito and Khrushchev).59 Later that year, Kim Jong Il again
sought out the secretary of the Albanian Embassy, to whom he announced that the
Albanian party’s line was ‘correct’. This was not merely his own personal position,
the younger Kim insisted; the KWP leaders held a similar view in favour of Tirana.60
Whatever views he may have shared with his son, Kim Il Sung tried to play a
mediating role between Tirana and Moscow. In September 1961, he told an Albanian
delegation that Khrushchev was problematic but that the smaller party ought to take
the initiative in mending relations with the bigger one. He also insisted that this idea
was his own, not Moscow’s.61 The effort hardly swayed the Albanian leadership; in
fact, it probably added to the suspicion. Although the country’s foreign trade had
taken a serious hit by the break with Moscow, the Albanian higher-ups ruled out
rapprochement.62 After the 22nd Congress of the CPSU, Kim once again appeared
unhappy about the state of Albanian Soviet relations.63 CCP Foreign Department
officials, meanwhile, reassured the Albanian representative in Beijing that the North
Koreans ‘are with us, but they don’t speak openly and attempt to keep good relations
with the Soviet Union’.64 With foreign credits drying up, Tirana pleaded with Pyongyang for assistance. North Korean functionaries politely declined, explaining that
they faced hardship of their own. ‘Both of our countries are dealing with difficulties’,
KWP Politburo member Kim Il told the Albanian representative, ‘and that is why
we ought to work harder in order to become economically independent’.65
There was a boost in relations in the early 1960s. The two governments signed
agreements on cultural exchanges and technical co-operation.66 Soviet radio
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programmes in North Korea were scaled back and periodicals that dealt with
‘sensitive subjects such as Stalinism in North Korea and the Albanian question were
withheld from circulation’.67 The more the North Koreans and the Soviets grew
apart, in fact, the closer the Albanian party higher-ups felt to Pyongyang. Political,
military, and artistic delegations were exchanged. North Korean officials came to
Albania on vacation (where they dutifully denounced Soviet policies).68 Albanian
military officers, on the other hand, travelled to North Korea on visits designed to
obtain technical experience.69 During such exchanges, politics inevitably trickled in,
and North Korean functionaries railed against the international economic division
of labour favoured by Moscow, which they deemed exploitative. Pak Kum-chol, as
an example, complained that the Soviets did not want the DPRK to develop heavy
industries but merely supply raw materials.70 The Albanian interlocutors heartily
agreed. They praised the Chollima movement and North Korean achievements in
agriculture.71 Unlike Albania, however, the DPRK avoided a total break with Moscow, even as its representatives shared in the vociferous criticism of ‘great power
chauvinism’.
Khrushchev’s fall proved a turning point. Where Pyongyang scaled back its antiSoviet language, the party clique in Tirana saw the changes in the Kremlin as merely
an administrative shake-up. During a meeting with the Albanian Ambassador in
Pyongyang, Kim Il Sung had harsh words for the fallen Soviet leader. Khrushchev,
he said, had proven that revisionists could be worse than capitalists. Comrade
Hoxha, Kim told the Ambassador, had been correct all along in his assessment of
the Soviet leadership.72 But the Albanians insisted that the Soviet problem was bigger than Khrushchev: a bureaucratic leadership had become entrenched in the
Kremlin.73 The aggressive stance in Pyongyang between 1963 4, which the PLA had
enthusiastically approved, thereafter softened. An Albanian foreign-policy report
outlining the North Korean position noted that it had been anti-Khrushchev, but
not truly Marxist-Leninist. In Pyongyang, the memo complained, party officials no
longer spoke of ‘modern revisionism’.74 North Korean officials insisted that they had
to adopt different methods vis-
a-vis Moscow, that they faced unique geopolitical
pressures. This reasoning does not seem to have convinced the leadership in Tirana.
While they approved of North Korean censorship of Soviet publications, Albanian
diplomats complained that Pyongyang also censored Albanian propaganda. Albanian students pursuing courses in Pyongyang, likewise, suspected that their North
Korean colleagues were spying on them.75 It looked as if ‘fraternal relations’ were
built on scepticism, surveillance, and suspicion.
Delegations between Tirana and Pyongyang continued to be exchanged. But a
1966 foreign-policy memo, on the Albanian side, complained of growing anti-Chinese and anti-Albanian hostility in the DPRK.76 Domestically, both countries had
embarked on social-mobilisation campaigns designed to send cadres to work in the
countryside. With China engulfed by the all-consuming Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, Pyongyang distanced itself from Beijing. Albania was the only foreign
Communist Party allowed access to China during this time. And although Hoxha
was deeply disturbed, at first, by the prospect of the Chinese party’s willing selfdestruction, he ultimately used the opportunity to launch his own version of the revolutionary movement at home - synchronous with the Chinese, but tightly supervised
by the party apparatus.77 Once domestic insecurity had been unleashed, the Sovietled Warsaw Pact intervention in Prague in 1968 sent shockwaves in Tirana. It also
infuriated the Chinese, who sent a high-level military delegation to Albania later that
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year. By the end of the decade, relations between Tirana and Pyongyang had cooled
again.78
The North Korean handling of the Sino-Soviet split was made possible by the
fact that the Soviets and the Chinese were not willing to antagonise Pyongyang
completely. But what the North Korean leader saw as a balanced position between
Moscow and Beijing - a neutralism of sorts, though, to be sure, an inconsistent one the Albanian Foreign Ministry deemed a sale of principles to the highest bidder.79
Kim stressed that there were no disagreements between the KWP and the PLA. He
argued that sometimes one was forced to ‘take a position that one does not want to
take’.80 Both the North Korean and Albanian leaders drew lessons from the SinoSoviet split. The difference was that the fallout had taught the North Korean leader
that neither Moscow nor Beijing could be trustworthy long-term partners.81 Self-reliance would have to be North Korea’s path; the excommunication that had befallen
Albania, however, could be avoided.82 Hoxha, too, had learnt that patronage often
came at a steep price. But he had thrown himself into an awkward embrace with
Mao’s China based on the assumption that it could ensure Albania’s immediate survival: a viewpoint encouraged by Beijing’s willingness, despite catastrophic events at
home, to bankroll Tirana’s industrial projects.
These different approaches were also evident in relations to the Non-Aligned
Movement (NAM). Albania and North Korea initially observed developments from
a distance, but the DPRK joined the organisation in 1975. An effort to obtain international recognition in the on-going rivalry with South Korea shaped Pyongyang’s
Third World diplomacy during that decade. Having abused Tito in the past, Kim
later enacted a complete reversal and the Yugoslav leader was singled out for praise.
Still, reception to North Korean actions within the Movement was mixed.83 As for
Albanian officials, Tito’s central role within the NAM was cause for profound suspicion. Of similar concern was the Movement’s emphasis on peaceful coexistence,
rather than anti-imperialism and anti-colonialism. ‘In principle, we support the Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement,’ noted one 1964 Foreign Ministry memo,
‘but we avoid showing enthusiasm for it and we do not promote it. When we do support it, we emphasise its anti-imperialist and anti-colonial character.’ In relations
with ‘the Afro-Asians’, the memo went on, ‘we ought to generally support the Conference, by connecting it to the anti-imperialist politics of the Afro-Asian countries
and we ought to tear off the mask of the Tito clique.’84
The 1970s were years of formality. When the North Korean leader toured Algeria, Bulgaria, Mauritania, Romania, and Yugoslavia in 1975, he skipped Tirana.
Whenever Albanian delegations visited Pyongyang, the locals carefully monitored
the visitors’ speeches, urging them to erase the carefully placed anti-Soviet insults.
And when Albanian delegations refused, as they were prone to do, the North Korean
hosts refrained from translating or publishing the sensitive paragraphs.85 Still, a
trade agreement was signed in 1976, and a KWP delegation attended the Albanian
party congress that year.86 Albanian militant Marxism-Leninism, which had once
exasperated the Marxist-Leninist Nikita Khrushchev, now irked Pyongyang, which
championed its own version of Marxism-Leninism while striving for a balancing act.
Self-reliance?
In the aftermath of the Sino-Soviet split, Albania and North Korea embraced selfreliance. In defiance of Moscow, their respective leaders hailed their national paths
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to Communism. Of course, the Soviet Union had been precisely such a model in the
inter-war period: ‘rapid industrialisation through self-reliance, leading to an ability
to stand up to so-called imperialist powers’.87 That model proved seductive to Third
World leaders. When Sino-Soviet relations crumbled, however, the concept of selfreliance (or, in the Chinese case, ‘regeneration through one’s own efforts’) took on
anti-Soviet features. As applied in China and North Korea, self-reliance did not
necessarily entail the rejection of all forms of outside assistance. The same was
technically true in Albania, although self-reliance there effectively morphed into
autarky, especially when relations with Beijing stalled and then broke down in the
1970s.
Self-reliance along the edges of the Communist world, then, grew out of patterns
of economic dependency and perceived insecurity.88 But the concept also entered a
broader international discussion about the economic future of so-called developing
countries. In the 1960s, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), which included many members of the Non-Aligned Movement, took
up commodity policy and the terms of trade between developed and developing
countries. What became known as the New International Economic Order (NIEO)
was meant to address such disparities.89 But when espousing the idea of self-reliance,
many of the theorists involved did not mean autarky. Rather, they envisioned disengagement from the international economic system and domestic restructuring - a
strategy designed to achieve a more favourable standing in the world economy. Nevertheless, even sympathetic observers admitted that the strategy came with serious
risks.90 Accordingly, they advocated for ‘collective self-reliance’, meaning greater
economic and financial co-operation among Third World countries in the face of
global capital heavyweights. These differences in theory and execution notwithstanding, self-reliance hardly succeeded in the Third World, and, as practised in Albania
and North Korea, it proved disastrous.
Kim Il Sung spoke of juche (variously rendered as autonomy, independence, selfidentity, and self-reliance) already in 1955, noting that ‘the form of our government
should also be suited to the specific conditions in our country.’91 Then, in 1967, he
declared: ‘Our Party’s idea of Juche is the most correct Marxist-Leninist idea of leadership for the successful carrying out of our revolution and construction.’ Establishing self-reliance in the DPRK was vital, the party chief explained, because of the
country’s ‘geographical situation and environments, of the peculiarities of its historical development, and the complex and arduous nature of our revolution’.92 Presented as a wide-ranging ideology, juche also allowed Kim to showcase himself as a
theoretical voice in the Communist universe, including within the Non-Aligned
Movement. The North Korean state could serve as an example for Third World
countries squeezed by the world’s predominant economic powers. The official gospel
of self-reliance, however, did not preclude signing trade agreements with a number
of Western European and Japanese companies in the 1970s.93 In light of the oil crisis
of the early 1970s, North Korea struggled to pay back loans obtained from Western
banks. And although economic self-reliance was exaggerated in official pronouncements (Albanian propagandists had the tendency to do the same), Pyongyang’s selfchosen path proved devastating.
The Albanian leader did not develop a similarly broad philosophical outlook.
Against a blockade that the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc had imposed on
Albania, Hoxha argued, the country was forced to build socialism ‘through our own
forces’ (duke u mb€
eshtetur n€
e forcat tona).94 Disappearing Soviet aid and unmet
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production targets in the early 1960s necessitated the urgent mobilisation of domestic
resources and the labour force. Round-the-clock ‘volunteering’ drives went hand-inhand with the elaboration of a powerful myth of encirclement and pervasive outside
hostility. ‘We are intimately familiar with foreign aid’, premier Mehmet Shehu told a
Chinese economic delegation headed by Fang Yi in 1971. The Yugoslavs had tried to
strip the country bare, he declared, and Moscow had simply ignored Albanian pleas
for financial relief.95 The narrative of maltreatment sustained an expanding leader
cult. Three years earlier, party staff had begun cataloguing Hoxha’s speeches and
articles on a wide range of subjects, from ideological issues to foreign policy, from
agricultural techniques to works of fiction. The result was a collection of seventy-one
volumes, with the last one appearing in 1990. Looking at those volumes today - the
eerily similar layout and format - one might be forgiven for thinking that the
Pyongyang-based Foreign Languages Publishing House was closely co-ordinating
with apparatchiks preparing Hoxha’s maroon-covered Works in Tirana, on the other
side of the globe.
In response to geopolitical shifts he could not control, Hoxha (and the squad of
propagandists and editors working at the Central Committee) retroactively produced
a narrative of ideological resoluteness. Party records, however, betray a sense of desperation. China’s retreat from the isolation of the Cultural Revolution produced
unease in Tirana. A meeting between Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin and Zhou
Enlai in September 1969, designed to normalise Sino-Soviet government relations
and solve border disputes, was seen as an indication that Beijing was changing
course.96 Chinese overtures towards Belgrade - the long-standing obsession of the
PLA chief - added to that impression. More seriously, Kissinger’s visit to Beijing,
and the unexpected news of Richard Nixon’s planned trip, seemed to provide definitive proof. In a sombre Politburo meeting, the Albanian party chief warned that the
Chinese clearly intended to be the world’s third superpower. In this evolving ‘game
of great alliances’, Hoxha announced, Albania could no longer serve as an ally. ‘The
time will come when we will be in conflict with the Chinese’, he warned, ‘unless they
backtrack from this path that they have taken’.97 At any rate, the government needed
to brace for the prospect of dwindling technical assistance from Beijing: a deja vu
from another decade and a former benefactor.
After a few years of respite, domestic repression surged. A series of purges against
‘enemy groups’ targeted officials attached to youth and cultural organisations, the
army, and the planning sector. In 1973, Hoxha railed against ‘foreign influences’ and
‘liberalism’ in literature and the arts. The following year, the Minister of Defense
(Beqir Balluku) was arrested on fabricated charges of organising a coup and sentenced to death. This was followed by the arrest of the Chairman of the State Planning Commission (Abdyl K€ellezi), the Trade Minister (Kiço Ngjela), and the
Minister of Industries and Mining (Koço Theodhosi). The trumped-up charges: economic sabotage. Each wave of arrests came with shuffles in the respective institutions. At the same time, state-enforced campaigns in architecture and the arts
emphasised the Albanian ‘national character’ and served to ostracise intellectuals
deemed disloyal.98 In 1976, the country got a new constitution, which confirmed
Marxist-Leninism as official ideology. With foreign trade a state monopoly, the document also prohibited credits from or concessions to foreign companies or ‘capitalist,
bourgeois and revisionist states’.99 (That did not leave too many options.)
Just as North Korean ideologues claimed that self-reliance went back into their
history, Albanian party textbooks insisted that the country had always pursued self-
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reliance.100 In fact, it had been consistently dependent on foreign capital.101 If anything, self-reliance was built on payment defaults. Without significant subsidies and
credits (converted into grants) from the rest of the Communist world, many of the
ambitious post-war planning goals would have been out of reach. According to one
estimate, between 1945 and 1978, the country received US$33 million from Yugoslavia (1945 8), US$156 million from the USSR in addition to US$100 million in military assistance (1947 61), US$133 million from the Eastern bloc (1948 61), and
US$838 million from the Chinese (1960 78).102 Chinese assistance allowed the government to complete hydroelectric plants, copper- and iron-smelting plants, oil refineries, and a textile mill named after Mao Zedong.
Before Chinese assistance vanished completely, however, the Albanian government had already concentrated on internal resources. Then, during the second half
of the 1970s, the government funnelled money into the construction of tens of thousands of military fortifications: a costly physical manifestation of the ‘siege mentality’
that became pervasive. No wonder that Albanian party officials relied on a definition
of self-reliance that, as one author has put it, ‘fit their development’.103 Just as the
post-Mao leadership in Beijing prepared for momentous change, the government in
Tirana had difficulty sustaining growth rates. Agricultural production declined. In
response, the state went after the meagre plots that had survived collectivisation.
Then, in the 1980s, it turned against peasants trading any kind of produce, pushing
them into deeper misery.104 The vaunted oil industry did not fare better. All of this
required continued marshalling of domestic resources and gruelling savings campaigns, coupled with formidable repression. One rare foreign visitor to the country
in 1983 noticed some storefront displays that appeared unchanged since his previous
visit in 1960.105 Albania’s national rail system, which was not electrified, did not connect to the outside world (a link to Montenegro was reportedly closed down due to
insufficient use).106 That was an apt metaphor for the country at large.
National roads to despair
Having drifted apart, the Albanian and North Korean Communist establishments
nevertheless could not help exhibiting similar features. They were both confronted,
for example, with the problem of political succession. In 1981, Hoxha’s long-time
collaborator and party number two Mehmet Shehu was found dead in his guarded
villa. (The official cause was given as suicide). Shehu, who had once overseen the
infamous security police, had been widely expected to succeed the ailing and increasingly unstable Albanian party chief. He was promptly denounced as a spy. After
Hoxha’s death in 1985, Ramiz Alia, a longstanding Central Committee official,
assumed leadership of the party. He largely stayed the course, favouring neither substantial reform nor decisively stamping out growing criticism. Alia nevertheless recognised the need to boost foreign trade with countries like West Germany. Some
attempts were made to establish contacts in the 1980s, with no success.107 In East
Asia, the Chinese, the Vietnamese, and the North Korean regimes survived the spectacular and entirely unpredicted collapse of the Eastern bloc. Kim Il Sung, who died
in 1994, was succeeded by his son, Kim Jong Il, who became revered as ‘The Dear
Leader’. This was an unusual pattern in the Communist world, though, to be sure,
there was also ‘a ruling family’ in Bucharest, and the Albanian party apparatus
teemed with married couples, clan connections, and cushy appointments for
relatives.108
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For a brief time, then, the Albanian and North Korean party cliques had found
themselves on the same side of a tide brought about by Soviet-launched socialist
globalisation. Post-war insecurity developed out of wartime experiences, the militancy and the secrecy underlying party organisation during those years, and the lingering threat of regimes across the border, which did not wither away - in fact, which
presided over significantly growing economies (South Korea in the 1960s 80s) or
claimed special international status (Yugoslavia in the Non-Aligned Movement).
But insecurity, just like the confidence-building language of Marxism-Leninism and
the drive to engineer a non-capitalist society, was also built into the Communist
international system. Party functionaries in Tirana and Pyongyang understood that
their geopolitical realities were different. But they also spoke a similar language and
utilised a similar narrative over Soviet tactics, Khrushchev’s legacy, and the dangers
of de-Stalinisation. In both countries, calls for reform were viciously attacked and
framed as dangerous to the nation. That helps explain why no reformism took hold
within the party establishments. This development, rather than nationalism, of which
there was no shortage, accounts for the parallels between the Albanian and North
Korean parties. None of this was a guarantee for partnership. The respective regimes
pursued different paths to self-reliance, which they defined in accordance with their
own needs. Self-reliance was certainly exaggerated, but it was about more than economic dependency; it became entangled with ideology and geopolitics. This seeming
‘independence’ from the superpowers, too often romanticised in the West and in the
Third World, endowed brutal leaders of weak states with a degree of international
recognition. For the people they ruled over, it proved catastrophic.
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